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Abstract 
We introduce the notion of canonical form for Golay sequences such that every equivalence 
class contains exactly one member having the canonical form. Golay and Turyn have shown how 
to multiply Golay sequences of length m with Golay sequences of length n in order to construct 
Golay sequences of length mn. We say that Golay sequences of length n are constructible if they 
can be manufactured from Golay sequences of length <n by using the multiplication operation 
and the elementary transformations. We list representatives of the equivalence classes of Golay 
sequences for all lengths <40 and determine which classes are constructible. @ 1998 Elseiver 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
AMS classification: primary OSBl5; 05B20; secondary 94All; 68RO5 
Keywords: Non-periodic auto-correlation function; Constructible Golay sequences; Canonical 
form 
0. Introduction 
Golay sequences (see Section 1 for the definition) have been introduced by Golay [6] 
in the late 1940s. They are used in applied areas such as design of optical instruments 
and communication engineering, as well as in combinatorics for construction of or- 
thogonal designs and Hadamard matrices. 
One of the main unsolved problems about Golay sequences is to determine for 
which positive integers n there exist Golay sequences of length n. It is known that the 
answer is affirmative for all n = 2a10b26c where a, b, c are non-negative integers, and 
is negative if n > 1 is odd or divisible by a prime = 3 (mod 4). 
If (A; B) and (C;D) are two pairs of Golay sequences of lengths m and n, respec- 
tively, then there is a method of multiplying them to obtain a pair (E;F) of Golay 
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sequences of length mn. One can also perform some elementary transformations (see 
Section 2) on Golay sequences of the fixed length n. We say that Golay sequences are 
constructible if they can be obtained from Golay sequences of smaller length by using 
the above mentioned operation of multiplication and elementary transformations. 
The elementary transformations can be used to define an equivalence relation on the 
set GS(n) of all pairs of Golay sequences of length n. The number of equivalence 
classes in GS(n) for n 632 has been computed by James [9]. We have computed this 
number for the next case n = 40. 
Let us say that n is a Golay number if GS(n) is not empty. We have computed the 
number of constructible equivalence classes in GS(n) for all known Golay numbers 
< 100. We also compute the cardinalities y(n) of GS(n) for all Golay numbers n ~$40. 
In Tables 24 we list the representatives of the equivalence classes in GS(n), i.e. the 
canonical Golay sequences in GS(n), for all Golay numbers n <40. We also indicate 
which equivalence classes are non-constructible. 
While Golay sequences have entries in {&I}, there is a generalization to the complex 
case where the entries belong to {f 1,43}, i being the imaginary unit. We refer the 
interested reader to the papers [3,8] where these sequences are discussed. 
Our original encoding of Golay sequences was different. The one presented here was 
proposed by a referee. It is more natural and simplifies the formulation of several of 
the results. We thank the referee for this and some other useful suggestions. 
1. Golay sequences 
Let A and B be {f 1}-sequences of length n: 
A=al,a&.*.,a,; B=b,,b2 ,..., b,. 




satisfy the identity 
A(x)A(x-‘)+B(x)B(x-‘)=2n (1.1) 
in the Laurent polynomial ring Z[n,x-‘1. 
Let us also introduce the non-periodic auto-correlation function NA of A by 
NA(~) = c aiat+jl 
iEZ 
where we set ak = 0 if k < 1 or k > n. Now condition ( 1.1) can be expressed by saying 
that the sum NA + NB is a delta function, i.e., 
N/Aj)+Ne(j)=O, j#O. (1.2) 
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We denote by GS(n) the set of all Golay sequences of length n. If GS(n) is not 
empty, we say that n is a Go@ number. It is known that all numbers 
n = 2” 1 Ob26C , (1.3) 
where a, b, c are arbitrary non-negative integers, are Golay numbers. On the other hand, 
it is known that the following two conditions are necessary in order that n be a Golay 
number: 
(i) if n > 1, then n is even; 
(ii) n is not divisible by any prime p =_ 3 (mod4). 
Condition (i) was known for a long time, while condition (ii) is more recent and is 
due to Eliahou et al. [5] (see also [4]). 
If we delete from the set of positive integers n 4 100 all those of the form (1.3) and 
all those ruled out by the necessary conditions (i) and (ii), we are left only with the 
following cases: n = 34,50,58,68,74,82. Exhaustive computer searches carried out by 
Andres [2] and James [9] have shown that 34, 50, 58, and 68 are not Golay numbers. 
The remaining two cases are still undecided. 
Golay [7] has constructed a map GS(m) x GS(n) --) GS(2mn), and Turyn [12] a map 
GS(m) x GS(n) -+ GS(mn) which we call multiplication. In order to define Turyn’s 
multiplication, let us introduce the notation X’ for the reverse of the sequence 
X=Xi,Xz ,. . .,x,, i.e., X’ =x,,x._~ ,...,xz,xI. Now, the product (A;B).(C;D)=(E;F) 
is defined via associated polynomials by 
F(x) = f [B(x) - A(x)] . C’(P) + ; [A(x) + B(x)] - D(x”), 
where we assume that (A; B) E GS(m) and (C; D) E GS(n). 
2. Constructible Golay sequences 
If A=a1,u2,... ,a, is a sequence of length n, we shall denote by -A the negated 
sequence 
-A = -al, -a~,. . . , -a,,; 
and by A* the alternated sequence 
A*=u 1,-u2,u3,-u4 )...) (-l)“%z,. 
If (A;B) E GS(n), then the following elementary transformations applied to (A;B) 
give again a member of GS(n): 
(i) negate one of the sequences A or B; 
(ii) reverse one of the sequences A or B; 
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(iii) interchange A and B; 
(iv) alternate both A and B, i.e., replace (A; B) with (A*; B*). 
We shall say that two pairs of Golay sequences are equivalent if one pair can be 
obtained from the other by a finite sequence of the above elementary transformations. 
We denote by G the abstract group generated by elementary transformations. More 
precisely, G is generated by the involutions: 
rl :(A;B)+(A’;B); rz:(A;B)+(A;B’); 
nl : (A; B) + (-A; B); n2 : (A; B) + (A; -B); 
s:(A;B)+(B;A); a:(A;B)+(A*;B*). 
The involutions rl, r2, nl, n2 commute and generate a normal elementary abelian sub- 
group of order 16. The involutions s and a commute and act on the normal subgroup 
(71, r-2, nl, n2) as follows: 
sr1s = r2, snls=n2, 
arlu=rlnl, ur2u = r2n2, 
unlu=nl, un2u = n2. 
We shall refer to G as the Goluy transformation group or just Golay group. Since 
G is a semidirect product of (rl,r2, nl,n2) and &a), it has order 64. 
Definition 2.1. We say that Golay sequences (A; B) E GS(n) are constructible if there 
is a factorization n = rs, with 1 <r <n, and Golay sequences (X; Y) E GS(r), (U; V) E 
GS(s) such that (A; B) and the product (X; Y) . (U; V) are equivalent. 
3. Encoding of Golay sequences 
When displaying Golay sequences we shall write + instead of 1, and - instead of 
- 1. For instance, the following are Golay sequences of length 10: 
A=+,+,-,+,-,+,-,-,+,+; 
B=+,+,-,+,+,+,+,+,-,-. (3.1) 
If (A; B) E GS(n), n > 1, then n is even, say n = 2m, and we decompose these 
sequences 
A=ul,u2 ,..., a,, 
B=b,,bx ,..., b, (3.2) 
into m quads: 
(3.3) 
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It was shown by Golay [7] (see also [ 1,111) that the sum of the quad elements is 
f2, i.e., ai + bi +a,+t_i + bn+i-i = f2 for all i. Hence only eight types of quads will 
occur in (3.3) and we encode them by digits l-8 as follows: 
I=[; 11, 2==[3 3=[;+], 4=[+;], 
5=[+1], 6=[If], 7=[:;], 8=[J. 
We shall encode the Golay sequences (3.2) by the symbol 
A = 6,&. . . a,,,, (3.4) 
where 6i is the code digit for the ith quad in (3.3). As an example, the Golay sequences 
(3.1) are encoded by the symbol 33721. 
We defme two actions of G on the set of quads to which we refer as the odd and 
the even action. The set of quads can be identified with GS(2). The odd action is just 
the action of G on GS(2). The permutation in the symmetric group &, corresponding 
to an element x E G under the odd action, will be denoted by x’. Thus, we have 
r; = (12)(56), r; = (34)(78), 
ni = (12)(38)(47)(56), ni = (16)(25)(34)(78), 
s’ = (14)(23)(58)(67), a’ = (18)(23)(45)(67). 
In order to define the even action, we consider the action of G on GS(4). Let 
(A;B) E GS(4) and let 6162 be its symbol. Then the symbol of the Golay sequences 
n(A;B) has the form ~‘(61 )x”(&) where x” is a uniquely determined permutation in 
Ss. The even action corresponds to the homomorphism G + Ss which sends x to x”. It 
is easy to check that the odd and even action coincide on the subgroup (rl, rz,nl,nz,s) 
of order 32. The action of the element u is different. In fact, we have 
a” = (14)(27)(36)(58). 
If x E G and (3.4) is the symbol of the Golay sequences (3.2), then we denote 
by x(A) the symbol of the Golay sequences x(A;B). The following lemma follows 
immediately from the definition of the Golay group and the definition of symbols for 
Golay sequences. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A = 616~ . . .a,,, be the symbol of Goluy sequences (A;B). rfx E G, 
then 
For i~{1,2,..., 8) let Gi and G[’ be the stabilizers of i under the odd and even 
action of G, respectively. Thus, 
G( := {x E G :x’(i) = i}, Gy := {x E G :x”(i) = i}. 
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We shall need the subgroups 
H:=G;nGS’, K:=G;nG;, 
and the element c := usrlr2nz. The two actions of c are given by 
c’ = (26)(48), c” = (15)(37). 
Its action on Golay sequences can be described by (A; B) --) (-B’*, A*). 
Lemma 3.2. We have Gi = G$ = (rl,as), H = (rl,r&, and K = (c). 
Proof. Since rl and us are involutions and rlus has order 4, (~1, as) is a dihedral 
group of order 8. As r[ and u’s’ fix 3, we have (ri,as) c Gi. Since G acts transitively 
on {1,2,..., 8}, we have [G: G;] = 8. As ]G] =64, we infer that ]Gi] = 8, and so 
Gi = (ri, us). As ri and a’s’ also fix 7 and ]G$] = 8, we have Gs = G$ 
Since {3,7} is an orbit of G$ under the even action, H has order 4. Since rl and 
r2n2 belong to G$ and the permutations r{ and rynt fix 3, we conclude that ri and 
rzn2 indeed generate H. 
The set { 1,2,5,6} is an orbit of G$ for the even action, and so [G$ : K] = 4. Hence 
K has order 2. Since c E K, it follows that K = (c). 0 
4. Canonical form 
Let (A; B) E GS(n), n > 1, be given by (3.2) and let (3.4) be their encoding symbol. 
The following definition plays an important role in the sequel. 
Definition 4.1. We say that the Golay sequences (A; B) have the canonical form if 
(i) 61 =3; 
and, if n>2, 
(ii) 82 E {2,3}; 
and, if n > 4, 
(iii) if b2 = 3, then the first digit in (3.4) different from 3 and 7 is 1; 
(iv) if 82 = 2 and 6i f i (mod2) for some index i, then 6i E { 1,2,3,4} for the least 
such index i. 
Remark. We claim that if 61 = 82 = 3 and n > 4, then it is impossible that all 6i E {3,7}. 
If this was the case then we would have A =X,X’ and B = X, -X’ for some sequence 
X=x1,x2 ,...,x,,, of length m=n/2. Then N~(rn- l)+N~(m- 1)=4xix,,,#O, and so 
we have a contradiction with (1.2). 
Theorem 4.2. Every equivalence class in GS(n) contains exactly one pair of Golay 
sequences having the canonical form. 
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Proof. Let (A;B) be Golay sequences as in (3.2) and let A = 6162 . . .6,,, be its symbol. 
Since the odd action of G on the quads is transitive, we may assume that 61 = 3. The 
condition (1.2) for j = n - 2 implies that S2 # 4,s. Since the orbits of Gj under the 
even action are { 1,2,5,6}, {3,7}, {4}, {8}, we may assume that 62 E {2,3}. 
Assume that Sz = 3 and n>2. Let i be the least index such that 6i $ {3,7}. (By 
the above remark such i exists.) The condition (1.2), with j = n - i, implies that 
a, + a,+r_i - bi + b,+i_i = 0, and so 6i E { 1,2,5,6}. Odd and even action coincide 
on H. The orbits of H for this action are {1,2,5,6}, {3}, {4}, {7}, and (8). Hence 
by choosing x E H such that x’(6i) = 1, we see that the Golay sequences x(A; B) will 
have the canonical form. 
Now, assume that & = 2. If 6i = i (mod 2) for all i, then the sequences already have 
the canonical form. Otherwise let i be the smallest index such that 6i $ i(mod2). 
Assume that i is odd, and so 6i is even. If bi E {2,4}, the sequences are already in the 
canonical form. If 6i E { 6,8}, we replace (A; B) with equivalent sequences (-B’* ; A’* ) 
having the canonical form. When i is even, the argument is similar. 
We have shown that each equivalence class contains a pair in the canonical 
form. 
Let (A; B) # (C;D) be Golay sequences in GS(n) having canonical form. We have 
to prove that they are not equivalent. 
Let n =2m and let (3.4) be the symbol of (A;B) and Sl,Si.. . Sk the symbol of 
(C;D). We have 61 =Sl, =3 and 62,6: E {2,3}. 
Suppose first that 62 # Si, say 62 = 3 and Sk = 2. Assume that there exists an x E G 
such that x(A;B)=(C;D). Then x’(&)=&, i.e., x’(3)=3. Thus, x E Gj. Furthermore, 
we must have ~“(62) = Si, i.e., x”(3) = 2. This is impossible because 2 and 3 belong to 
different orbits under the even action of Gi. Hence (A; B) and (C; 0) are not equivalent. 
From now on we shall assume that 62 = Sk. 
We now distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: 62 = 8; = 3. Assume that there exists an x E G such that x(4; B) = (C; D). 
Then x belongs to the subgroup H := Gj n Gj’ of G which fixes the first two digits 
61 = 3 and 62 = 3 in (3.4). As shown in Lemma 3.2, H has order 4 and is generated 
by the elements YI and t-2122. We know that there is an i such that 6i r$ {3,7}. Choose 
the minimal such i. We have 6; = 1 by condition (iii) of Definition 4.1. Since the 
odd and even actions coincide on H, we must have x’(Sj) = 6; for all j. As x’(3) = 3 
and x’(7) = 7, we have SJ = SJ for j < i. Since (C;D) are in the canonical form, we 
have 6: = 1. This means that x’( 1) = 1, and consequently x = 1. This is a contradiction 
because (A;B)#(C;D). 
Case 2: 62 = Si = 2. Now, the subgroup K of G which preserves the digits 6, = 3 
and 62 = 2 in (3.4) has order 2 and is generated by the element c (see Lemma 3.2). 
If 6i s i (mod2) for all i, then c preserves the symbol (3.4) and so (A;B) and (C;D) 
are not equivalent. 
Assume that there exists an i such that 6i $ i (mod 2). We choose the least such i. 
The condition (iv) implies that 6i E { 2,4} if i is odd, and 6i E { 1,3} if i is even. Now, 
it is easy to check that c preserves all digits Sj, j <i, in the symbol (3.4) and alters the 
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symbol 6i in such a way that the new symbol is not in the canonical form. Therefore, 
(A; B) and (C;D) are not equivalent. 0 
5. Sizes of equivalence classes 
Let GS#(n) denote the set of all non-constructible Golay sequences of length n. It 
is clear that G!?(n) is a union (possibly void) of equivalence classes of GS(n). 
Let y(n) (resp. v(n)) denote the cardinal@ (resp. number of equivalence classes) 
of GS(n). Denote by y,(n) (resp. v,(n)) the number of constructible Golay sequences 
(resp. equivalence classes) in GS(n). Further let r#(n) =r(n) - rc(n) and v’(n) = 
v(n) - v,(n) be the corresponding numbers of non-constructible Golay sequences and 
their equivalence classes, respectively. 
We have computed the numbers r(n) and v(n) for all Golay numbers n<40, and 
ye(n) and v,(n) for known Golay numbers n< 100. The results are given in Table 1. 
The blank entries in this table are unknown to us at the present time. 
The numbers v(n) for n ~32 were computed first by James [9] and subsequently 
verified in [ 111. We point out that in the paper [lo, pp. 158,159] it is erroneously 
asserted that v(8) = 4. The correct value is v(8) = 5. 
In order to compute the cardinality y(n) of GS(n), or y’(n) of GS#(n), we need 
a method of computing the size of an equivalence class in GS(n) assuming that we 
know its canonical representative (A;B). The following proposition and its corollary 
show how to compute this size. Note that the equivalence classes in GS(n) are just 
the orbits in GS(n) of the Golay transformation group G. 
Table 1 
Number of Golay sequences and equivalence classes 















































1 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
5 5 0 
2 0 2 
36 34 2 
25 24 1 
1 0 1 
336 292 44 
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Table 2 
Canonical Golay sequences of length n < 26 
n A n A n A 
2 3* 16 32547654 
4 32 32721858 





10 32542* 32765454 
33712* 32167272 






































Proposition 5.1. Let (A; B) E GS(n), n = 2m >2, be in the canonical form and let 
A = 6162 . . .6,,, be its symbol. Then the stabilizer of (A; B) in the Golay transformation 
group G has order 1 or 2. It has order 2 if and only tf & E i (mod 2) for all i. 
Proof. Recall that 61 = 3 and b2 E {2,3}. Assume first that 62 = 3. We have shown 
that there exists an i such that 6i 4 {3,7}. For the least such i we have 6i = 1. The 
subgroup H of G which fixes 61 = 3 and 62 = 3 has order 4 and is generated by r-1 
and rznz. It is easy to verify that the stabilizer of 6i = 1 in H is trivial. 
Next, let us assume that & =2. Then the subgroup H of G which stabilizes 61 = 3 
and 62 = 2 has order 2 and is generated by the element x = as t-1 r2n2. If 6i c i (mod 2) 
for all i, then as rlr2n2 stabilizes all digits ~5~ in d, and so H is the stabilizer of (A; B) 
in G. Otherwise let i be the least integer such that ~5~ $ i (mod 2). In that case we know 
that 6i E {2,4} if i is odd, and 6i E { 1,3} if i is even. The element x stabilizes all digits 
Sj with j <i and does not preserve the digit 6i. Hence in this case the stabilizer of 
(A; B) in G is trivial. 0 
Corollary 5.2. Let 6162 . . .6,,, be the symbol of some canonical (A;B) E GS(n), 
n = 2m >2. Then the equivalence class of (A; B) has size 64 or 32. It has size 32 
if and only tf 6i E i (mod 2) for all i. 
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Table 3 
Canonical Golay sequences of length 32 
3218321832547618 3232327672367272 3236323618145458 
3218321836147258 3232327672723672 3236323632727636 
3218321872583614 3232363618541458 3236323654581814 
3218321876183254 3232363632767236 3236323676363272 
3218325432187618 3232363654185814 3236327218141858 
3218325436143658 3232363676323672 3236327232367636 
3218325472587214 3232367218181458 3236327254585414 
3218325476543254 3232367232763636 3236327276723272 
3218361432187258 3232367254545814 3236545832361814 
3218361432543658 3232367276327272 3236545832725414 
3218361476187214 3232541832765454 3236545876361858 
3218361476543614 3232541836365814 3236545876725458 
3218725832183614 3232541872721458 3236763618145414 
3218725832547214 3232541876321818 3236763632363272 
3218725876183658 3232545432761854 3236763654581858 
3218725876547258 3232545436725814 3236763676727636 
3218761832183254 3232545472361458 3236767218141814 
3218761836147214 3232545476325418 3236767232723272 
3218761872583658 3232723618185814 3236767254585458 
3218761876547618 3232723632767272 3236767276367636 
3218765432543254 3232723654541458 3254321832547654 
3218765436143614 3232723676323636 3254321836583614 
3218765472587258 3232727218545814 3254321872147258 
3218765476187618 3232727232763672 3254321876183218 
3232181832765418 3232727254181458 3254325432187654 
3232181836721458 3232727276327236 3254325436587214 
3232181872365814 3232763218181854 3254325472143658 
3232181876321854 3232763218545454 3254325476543218 
3232185432761818 3232763236363672 3254365832183614 
3232185436361458 3232763236727272 3254365832547214 
3232185472725814 3232763254181818 3254365876183658 
3232185476325454 3232763254545418 3254365876547258 
3232327618185418 3232763272363636 3254721432187258 
3232327618541818 3232763272727236 3254721432543658 
3232327636367236 3236181432365458 3254721476187214 
3232327636723636 3236181432721858 3254721476543614 
3232327654185454 3236181476365414 3254761832183218 
3232327654541854 3236181476721814 3254761836583658 
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Table 3 (continued) 
3254761872147214 3276323218181854 3276767672367272 
3254761876547654 3276323218545454 3276767672723672 
3254765432543218 3276323236363672 3311228837156248’ 
3254765436587258 3276323236727272 3311228837512648* 
3254765472143614 3276323254181818 3311228873156284’ 
3254765476187654 3276323254545418 3311228873512684’ 
3272185832361814 3276323272363636’ 3311268433552648” 
3272185832725414 3276323272727236 3311268437152288” 
3272185876361858 3276363618541414 3311268473516644” 
3272185876725458 3276363632323672 3311268477116284* 
3272323618581814 3276363654185858 3311335526842648* 
3272323632727672 3276363676767236 3311335537157315 
3272323654145458 3276367218181414 3311335562486284* 
3272323676363236 3276367232327272 3311335573513751 
3272327218585414 3276367254545858 3311371522886248’ 
3272327232367672 3276367276763636 3311371526842288” 
3272327254141858 3276541832321818 3311371533557315 
3272327276723236 3276541836365858 3311371537513355 
3272541432365458 3276541872721414 3311371562486644’ 
3272541432721858 3276541876765454 3311371566442684* 
3272541476365414 3276545432325418 3311371573157711 
3272541476721814 3276545436725858 3311371577113751 
3272763618581858 3276545472361414 3311375122882648 
3272763632363236 3276545476761854 3311375137153355 
3272763654145414 3276723618185858 3311375166446284 
3272763676727672 3276723632323636 3311375173517711 
3272767218585458 3276723654541414 3311624833556284” 
3272767232723236 3276723676767272 3311624837156644* 
3272767254141814 3276727218545858 3311624873512288* 
3272767276367672 3276727232327236 3311624877112648* 
3276181832321854 3276727254181414 3311664437152684* 
3276181836721414 3276727276763672 3311664437516284* 
3276181872365858 3276767618185418 3311664473152648* 
3276181876765418 3276767618541818 3311664473516248” 
3276185432325454 3276767636367236 3311731522886284 
3276185436361414 3276767636723636 3311731537157711 
3276185472725858 3276767654185454 3311731566442648 
3276185476761818 3276767654541854 3311731573513355 
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3311735122882684” 3333115526268448’ 3373111522628884 
3311735126846644” 3333115537731515 3373111537771511 
3311735133553751 3333115562624884’ 3373111566264448 
3311735137517711 3333115573375151 3373111573335155 
3311735162482288” 3333151522668448* 3373115122268884” 
3311735166446248’ 3333151537731155 3373115126668444* 
3311735173153355 3333151566224884* 3373115133375551 
3311735177117315 3333151573375511 3373115137775111 
3311771126846284* 3333377311551515 3373115162224888* 
3311771137153751 3333377315151155 3373115166624448” 
3311771162482648” 3333733711555151 3373115173331555 
3311771173517315 3333733715155511 3373115177731115 
3315228433156648 3337111522628848* 3373155522628444 
3315228437112688 3337111526228488* 3373155533371511 
3315228473556244 3337111533735515 3373155566264888 
3315228477512284 3337111537335155 3373155577735155 
3315331522846648 3337111562664844” 3373333711515551 
3315331537117355 3337111566264484” 3373333715551511 
3315331566482284 3337111573771511 3373377711151511 
3315331573553711 3337111577371151 3373377711515111 
3315371122842688 3337115122268848 3373733311155155 
3315371133157355 3337115137331555 3373733311511555 
3315371166486244 3337115166624484 3373777311511115 
3315371177513711 3337115173775111 3373777315555155 
3315664833152284 3337151122268488 3377111126628484* 
3315664837116244 3337151133731555 3377111137371551 
3315664873552688 3337151166624844 3377111162264848” 
3315664877516648 3337151177375111 3377111173735115 
3315735522846244 3337337311155515 3377155122228484* 
3315735533153711 3337337315111555 3377155137371111 
3315735566482688 3337373311155155 3377155166664848* 
3315735577517355 3337373311511555 3377155173735555 
3315775122842284 3337737711151511 3377373711111551 
3315775137113711 3337737711515111 3377373715511111 
3315775166486648 3337773711151151 3377737311115115 
3315775173557355 3337773715115111 3377737315515555 
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32181832i63272585832 32327618761876541818 32541876767636581476 
32183218187632547618 32327632183218185454 32543218365836143218 
32183218543232547618 32327632363236367272 32543218365836147654 
32183218765432543614 32327632543254541818 32543254183232187654 
32183218765436143254 32327632723272723636 32543254547632187654 
32183218765472587618 32327636323632367272 32543254761832187214 
32183218765476187258 32327636763676723636 32543254761836587654 
32183254725872143254 32327654325432541818 32543254761872143218 
32183254725872147618 32327654765476185454 32543254761876543658 
32183614761872143614 32327672327232723636 32543658321836143658 
32183614761872147258 32327672767276367272 32543658321836147214 
32185476767672581476 32327676187618541818 32545432763236585832 
32187258325472143614 32327676367636723636 32547214765436143658 
32187258325472147258 32327676547654185454 32547214765436147214 
32187618361472143254 32327676727672367272 32547618187632183218 
32187618361472147618 32361814763654141814 32547618543232183218 
32187654183232543254 32361814763654145458 32547618761832187214 
32187654547632543254 32363236367632727636 32547618761836587654 
32187654765432543614 32363236723232727636 32547618761872143218 
32187654765436143254 32363236767218143272 32547618761876543658 
32187654765472587618 32363236767232721814 32547654721436143218 
32187654765476187258 32363236767254587636 32547654721436147654 
32237332236772626336 32363236767276365458 32721858323618141858 
32237376632772262772 32363272545854143272 32721858323618145414 
32321818325432765418 32363272545854147636 32723236185818143236 
32321818761832765418 32363632763254585832 32723236185818147672 
32322736721818851458 32365458327254141814 32723272363232367672 
32322736723276233636 32365458327254145458 32723272727632367672 
32322736725454415814 32367276767654581476 32723272763618587672 
32322736727632677272 32367636181454143272 32723272763632365414 
32323636327232767236 32367636181454147636 32723272763654143236 
32323636763632767236 32367672363232723272 32723272763676721858 
32325454321832761854 32367672727632723272 32723676767618581476 
32325454765432761854 32367672767218143272 32725414767218141858 
32327272323632763672 32367672767232721814 32725414767218145414 
32327272767232763672 32367672767254587636 32727232763218585832 
32327618321832185454 32367672767278365458 32727636367632363236 
Table 4 
Canonical Golay sequences of length 40 
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6. Tables of canonical Golay sequences 
We have carried out exhaustive computer search for canonical Golay sequences 
of length n for all Golay numbers IZ 640. The complete list of all such sequences 
is given in Tables 24. We actually list only the encoding symbols (as explained 
in Section 3) not the sequences themselves. The asterisk after the symbol indicates 
that the corresponding equivalence class is not constructible. For n = 4,8, or 40 all 
equivalence classes are constructible. 
Our program computes the code digits 6, in (3.4) successively by using Eqs. (1.2). 
The first three digits 61, Sz, and Ss we choose so that the part &&& is in the canonical 
form. This gives eight possible cases: 321, 322, 323, 324, 326, 331, 333, and 337. In 
the course of computation, we keep track of the total contribution of the known hi’s 
to the first autocorrelation. If it deviates too much from 0, we abandon that particular 
branch, and use our backtracking procedure. Once all the digits are determined, we 
check whether or not the remaining Eqs. (1.2) are satisfied. If they are, we have Golay 
sequences. We check whether or not they have the canonical form and, if they do, 
we record them. We have not tried to make full use of the canonical form in order 
to avoid the additional overhead that would be necessary, and also to avoid possible 
complications in the program. The exhaustive search for GS(32) used about 8min of 
CPU time on our SPAEKstation 10, and that for GS(40) about 35 h. 
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